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Abstract— A heterogeneous swarm of marine robots was
developed with the goal of autonomous long-term monitoring of
environmental phenomena in the highly relevant ecosystem of
Venice, Italy. As logistics are a continuing challenge in the field
of marine robotics, especially when dealing with a large number
of agents to be collected and redeployed per experimental run,
an approach is needed that provides the benefits of simulation
while also reflecting the complexity of the real world. This
paper focuses on the development of a vehicle-in-the-loop test
environment in which a surface station simulates and transmits
the data of any number of simulated agents, while a real marine
platform operates based on the received information. Several
experimental runs of a specific use-case test scenario using the
developed framework and carried out in the field are described
and their results are examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Lagoon of Venice, Italy is a very particular ecosystem,
highly relevant in a scientific, environmental, cultural, and
socio-economic context and a critical subject of study. It is
also an area undergoing significant shifts, severely impacted
by both global climate change-related effects as well as site-
specific phenomena [1] [2]. With such environmental factors
as abundant spring rains and intense summer heatwaves,
along with eutrophication and the effect of intense human
activity on various types of sediment present in the lagoon,
notable phenomena include hypoxic and anoxic events in the
form of rapid localised drops in the concentration of oxygen
in the water [3].

The Horizon 2020 Future and Emerging Technologies
project subCULTron was conceptualised as a novel answer
to the demand for long-term environmental monitoring in the
waters of Venice. The goal of the project was superseding
the need for boats and personnel periodically deploying
and collecting probes at sea and at a variety of inaccessi-
ble locations by developing an autonomous heterogeneous
swarm of marine robots. In effect, creating a topologi-
cally reconfigurable underwater acoustic sensor network with
surface access points [4]. This is achieved using a three-
layer structure envisioned as an artificial ecosystem: five
Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASV) called aPads (artificial
lily pads) comprise the top layer, a small swarm of highly
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mobile exploration-focused aFish (artificial fish) represent
the middle layer, and more than 100 underwater sensor nodes
called aMussels (artificial mussels) act as the bottom layer.

Energy management in robotic swarms is generally ad-
dressed by implementing energy-efficient behaviours and
providing some method of recharging to prolong swarm
autonomy while not adversely impacting the mission in
progress [5]. In [6] and [7] the authors aim to achieve
arbitrary operating times and continuous energy (re)supply
by modifying the operating environment of the mobile
ground robot swarms. More applicable to the subCULTron
swarm, several approaches have been proposed which focus
on energy exchange between members of the swarm, with
specialised agents serving as the starting points of energy
supply chains [8] or navigating within the swarm while
offering use of their multiple charging stations, monitoring
other agents’ location and battery levels, and responding to
charging requests [9]. Among the several possible interac-
tions between robotic agents in the subCULTron swarm, as
shown in Fig. 1, hardware and software has been developed
to enable agents to conserve and share energy [10]. Actively
prolonging the operational time of the swarm is done by
having an over-actuated autonomous surface platform dock
up to four floating sensor nodes at a time and replenish their
batteries using wireless inductive charging.

Working in the marine environment poses unique chal-
lenges. In [11], the authors aim to achieve an energy-efficient
underwater swarm by having swarm members adjust their be-
haviour depending on their energy levels and needs. Similarly
to the subCULTron swarm, acoustic communication is used
for relaying information from agents on the surface to those
that are submerged, as well as for underwater localisation.
The projects described in [12] also aim to address the
challenges of using large-scale swarms of aquatic drones in

Fig. 1. subCULTron heterogeneous marine robot swarm concept illustration
highlighting interactions between three agent types.
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real-world scenarios, primarily focusing on communication
aspects and, very relevantly, ad-hoc networking between
heterogeneous nodes - ones with long-range communication
access, and ones with only local communication capabilities.

In order to accomplish energy sharing tasks as efficiently
as possible, the aPads have access to a pool of heuristics
for approaching decision-making problems. Evaluating the
performance of different approaches and tuning the many
parameters present in the system to improve its longevity is
a challenging task and requires being able to repeat experi-
ments several times. Logistically, experimental validation of
the environmental monitoring potential of the robot swarm
and its energy sharing capabilities poses a considerable
challenge due to both the number of robotic agents involved
and the goal of investigating a truly long-term approach.
Hence, a desire to create an experimental framework in
which simulated agents interact with real ones, in the spirit
of the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) approach (or in this case
vehicle or vessel-in-the-loop (VIL) [13] [14]), which is the
focus of this paper. While there have been some attempts at
standardisation, existing simulators focusing on underwater
environments and aspects relevant to marine vehicle develop-
ment are not widely available and have some VIL capabilities
[15] [16], with the more common approach being partial HIL,
such as featuring the main electronics boards of the vehicle
and one or more real sensors, with the rest simulated [17].
The simulator that is part of the system proposed in this
paper does not feature a dedicated visualisation component,
instead being compatible with existing command and control
frameworks. It also aims to simulate underwater agents in
their entirety, with seamless switching between simulated
and real agents. Thus, the main contribution of this paper
is the development and experimental validation of a vehicle-
in-the-loop system for long-term autonomy of a marine robot
swarm. The concept of the real autonomous marine vessel
aPad picking up, charging, redeploying and releasing virtual
agents aMussels with the aim of maintaining their long-term
autonomy is presented. The experimental validation of the
proposed concept was conducted in the realistic environment
of the Adriatic sea.

Section II contains a brief description of the robotic
agents involved in the vehicle-in-the-loop simulation, while
Section III outlines the software implementation of both
simulated and real agents. Section IV describes the design
and realisation of the simulated agent, focusing primarily
on modelling battery levels. Section V describes the proof-
of-concept experimental scenario implemented using the
developed system and gives some commentary on the results
of several experimental runs in the field. Finally, Section VI
gives some conclusions and plans for future work.

II. ROBOTIC AGENT DESCRIPTION

A detailed description of the functionalities and agent
interactions featuring the aMussel and aPad robots (shown
in Fig. 2), as well as the subCULTron system as a whole,
is given in [18]. A short overview is given here to provide
necessary context.

Fig. 2. The aPad platform and four aMussel underwater sensor nodes.

The role of the aPad agents in the swarm is that of an
energy and information sharing hub, as well as a bridge
between the swarm and a human observer. They also serve
as anchors in the process of acoustic underwater localisation.

The platform has four thrusters in an X-shaped config-
uration which make it overactuated and omnidirectional.
It can return to a home position and be charged while
deployed thanks to a waterproof charging jack on its hull.
For surface communication purposes, the aPads are equipped
with a mesh-capable wireless router which provides both
WiFi access points for aMussels and surface stations and
a mesh network for the aPads themselves. For underwater
communication purposes, the aPads use miniaturised acoustic
modems called nanomodems, while for localisation and
positioning, each platform has an IMU and a GPS module.
The aPad on-board computer is an Intel NUC mini PC. Each
aPad is also equipped with a Kinect sensor used for visual
aMussel detection and autonomous docking.

The aMussel-type agents act as underwater sensor nodes,
working together to form a sensor network for the purposes
of distributed environmental monitoring and long-term data
collection. They are severely limited in movement capability
as they have no means of propulsion, only a buoyancy system
which allows them to sink to the seabed, float to the surface,
or hover at a certain depth. They house numerous sensor
modules (the oxygen concentration, pressure, temperature,
and turbidity sensors being of particular relevance to studying
the anoxia phenomenon), with room for expansion. The
aMussels use acoustic communication with dedicated times-
lots for each agent when underwater, and have Bluetooth,
GSM, and WiFi capabilities when on the surface. Aside
from general communication, by using WiFi the aMussels
can efficiently backup their data logs onto aPad computers
while charging.

In order to make long-term autonomy possible, the aMus-
sel was developed with low energy consumption in mind. Its
main electronic board - called the MU (Measurement Unit)
board - contains a Cypress PSoC4 microcontroller running
FreeRTOS and Embedded C software and is capable of deep
hibernation, minimising energy consumption. The rest of its
modules were developed and connected to the central board
in a way that makes it possible to disable the power supply of
each individual module and sensor as needed. The modules
can be woken up by the main board, or by an acoustic
signal received by the acoustic modem on their top cap.
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Fig. 3. System software and communication structure - simulated aMussel
agents and real aPad platforms.

These configurable sleep cycles enable a considerable degree
of adjustment - primarily reduction - of the robot’s power
consumption. To offset the lack of computational power of
the MU, each aMussel was also equipped with a Raspberry
Pi unit with a custom-made adapter board, powered on in
short intervals when extra processing power is needed.

The aMussels are equipped with three inductive charg-
ing coils which enable battery recharging during mission
execution. Each aPad has four mechanical docking stations
housing inductive transmitter coils and guaranteeing good
coil alignment, which allows it to charge up to four aMussels
at a time, and a visual servoing system which makes it
capable of autonomously picking up aMussels as they float
and redeploy them where needed [10]. Energy exchange and
deployment/relocation are among the key cooperative be-
haviours of the aMussel and aPad agents. The aMussel itself
houses two lithium polymer batteries and two independent
battery chargers. Both batteries are charged simultaneously
when in the charging dock, but in standard operation the
primary battery is in active use, while the secondary battery
remains in standby and serves as backup.

III. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The aPad vehicle and aMussel simulator software archi-
tecture is based on the Robot Operating System (ROS) [19]
middleware and its structure of nodes, services, and mes-
sages, realised using Python and C++. The overall structure
can be seen in Fig. 3.

The simulation run on the surface station includes a ROS
node containing a class representing a selected predefined
number of aMussel agents with unique agent ID numbers.
In its several modules it implements communication proto-
cols, tracks agent positions and battery status, and provides
simulated or dummy sensor data, depending on experimental
scenario demands. The modules are all connected to the
singular comms module and use the same simulation clock,
but are otherwise unaffected by each other.

The comms module subscribes to and parses messages
received from aPads, and publishes aMusel sensor, posi-
tion, and battery data at a fixed rate, using the same data
structures and serialisation defined and used for real agents.
For the purposes of experiments described in this paper,
the simulated aMussels communicate with the aPads via
WiFi (as if they are on the surface), though an interface
for acoustic communication queuing exists, with a separate
physical nanomodem unit attached to the surface computer
via serial port. It is possible to intermix both real and
simulated aMussels in one experiment, as long as care is
taken to ensure no agent ID overlap.

The position module either generates a random uniform
distribution of aMussels within a preset polygon representing
the experimental area, or loads starting aMussel configura-
tions from a file saved during a previous run, ensuring re-
peatability. A water current vector field map can be overlaid
on the experimental area, causing agents to drift over time
by translating their position each time step depending on the
current vector. Depending on aPad status messages, the po-
sition simulation can switch between the free-floating mode
and a charging mode in which aPad position is forwarded
to the aMussel position topic to represent the aMussel in
question being docked.

The models used in the simulated battery module are
described in detail in Subsection IV-A. Starting battery states
can be randomly generated or loaded from a configuration
file. The simulator charges and discharges all simulated
aMussel batteries every fixed time step depending on charg-
ing status data received from the aPad via the comms module
(i.e. responding to an alert once a certain aMussel has been
“docked” by the aPad reaching its position and closing the
designated docking mechanism, or “released” and thus no
longer being charged).

Mission primitives implemented and used in the long-term
monitoring mission include Go To Point for moving the aPad
to a certain location, Hold Position for dynamic position-
ing, and Docking/Undocking for collecting and redeploying
aMussels. They are realised in the form of services that can
be called manually or from within a mission script, accepting
a set of parameters such as vehicle speed, victory radius, or
docking mechanism selection. Controller parameters for all
low-level controllers (e.g. yaw rate and surge speed for the
docking procedure) can also be adjusted if needed.

As part of the overall system development, an Application
Programming Interface (API) was developed to simplify
high-level mission design and implementation. The aPad API
is realised in the Python programming language and enables
the creation (and automation thereof) of both extremely
simple and linear task sequences as well as complex missions
and behaviours, while removing the need for compilation
before runtime. The API also contains definitions for all
aPad- and aMussel-specific data structures. An example of a
simple sequential aPad mission consisting of going to the last
received position of the aMussel with the designated agent
ID 24, then, once in position, initiating docking the mussel
to the second docking mechanism, is given in Listing 1.



Listing 1
EXAMPLE OF SCRIPTING A SIMPLE APAD MISSION.

l a t = a p i . g e t l o c a t i o n ( 2 4 ) . l a t
l o n = a p i . g e t l o c a t i o n ( 2 4 ) . l o n
a p i . g o t o ( [ l a t , l o n ] )
whi le ( a p i . g o t o s t a t u s ( i d s e l f ) == 1 ) :

p r i n t ( ‘ ‘ GoTo in p r o g r e s s . ” )
t ime . s l e e p ( 1 )

p r i n t ( ‘ ‘ Goal r e a c h e d . Docking s t a r t . )
a p i . dock ing ( True , 2 , 24)

The aPad mission planner is realised using this API. It con-
tains a selection of strategies for collection and deployment
which use a universal solution encoding format in order to
make it easy to swap between approaches and add new ones
if desired. The mission planner also contains aPad distance
and energy cost calculation modules with adjustable scale
factors, making it possible to produce a variety of behaviours
and observe their effects on aPad task sequencing.

Data logging is realised in a redundant way: it takes
place both locally on each aPad and on the surface station.
The mission replay and analysis interface is realised in
MATLAB based on the gathered rosbag format data logs
(an example of the mission replay screen is given in Section
V). The Neptus C4I Framework [20] can be used for aPad
mission supervision, replay, and control, with aMussel data
being relayed by connected aPads and displayed on the map
overlay.

IV. SIMULATION DESIGN

A. Battery modelling and simulation

During the fairly extensive subCULTron field tests, it was
empirically determined that an aMussel could reliably turn
on and use all of its modules at least once in battery voltage
ranges from a fully charged 4200 mV to a minimum of 3600
mV. For safety reasons, an aMussel should never be allowed
to drop below this lower voltage limit, as this could mean it
loses the ability to activate its buoyancy system motors and
surface for recovery.

Fig. 4 (a) shows a realistic example of 20 hours of an
aMussel operating overnight recorded in situ during a field
experiment in Venice. The aMussel in this scenario sleeps
and wakes up in regular intervals for several minutes in order
to gather measurements, do some minor data processing, and
await its designated acoustic timeslot, upon which it trans-
mits an acoustic data packet - note the clearly visible voltage
drops indicating brief hourly periods of increased activity
interrupting low-power sleep mode. As contrast, the figure
also shows an example of operation with unrealistically
high power consumption highlighting two of the aMussel’s
biggest power sinks, where an aMussel’s Pi board was kept
on, and its buoyancy motors ran every 10 minutes, leading to
full discharge within 3 hours. For reference and comparison,
battery data of an aPad running its on-board computer and
Kinect camera, activating all of its thrusters for 3 seconds
every 30 seconds is shown in Fig. 4 (b).

In order to not only gather data for simulation design,
but also test the long-term operating potential of the final
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Fig. 4. aMussel battery discharge data in two different modes of operation
(a). aPad battery discharge scaled to operating range [16, 10.5]V (b).

TABLE I
TIMES TO FULL AMUSSEL BATTERY DISCHARGE AND CHARGE.

Discharging, MU turned on but idle 962 min
Discharging, MU in sleep, waking up once an hour 14057 min
Charging, primary battery, MU turned on but idle 575 min
Charging, primary battery, waking up once an hour 398 min
Charging, secondary battery 485 min

developed aMussel system in a more structured manner,
aMussel robots were left to discharge and then charged using
aPad charging mechanisms at room temperature on dry land
while engaging in a variety of operating behaviours. Their
battery voltage was measured, after which the data segment
representing the previously determined permitted operational
area of [3600, 4200] was scaled to an interval of [0, 1].

The cases of particular interest for examining the discharg-
ing behaviour included a single aMussel battery discharging
with the MU board turned on but idle (approximately 16
hours needed for full discharge) and the aMussel battery dis-
charging with MU board in sleep, but waking up once every
hour for about 10 seconds in order to record measurements
from all sensors (9.8 days needed for full discharge).

While discharging behaviours will be the same for both
primary and secondary batteries under the same load, the
charging will not due to the differing number of connected
charging coils (two out of three charge the primary battery),
so an additional charging use-case scenario was recorded.
For the charging behaviours, of interest was the aMussel
primary battery charging with the MU board turned on but
idle (approximately 9.5 hours needed for full charge), the
aMussel primary battery charging with sleep, waking up
briefly in regular intervals to record sensor data (6.5 hours),
and the aMussel secondary battery charging with the same
sleep behaviour, with the MU powered by the primary battery
(8 hours). For ease of comparison, recorded charging and
discharging times are shown in Table I.

The gathered data confirmed the long-term potential and
viability of several aMussel use-cases. A sleeping aMussel
waking up once an hour for a few seconds has enough time
to retrieve measurements from all sensors, and the data it
is monitoring consists of very slow-changing variables so
sparse sampling is appropriate. In case of an emergency an
aMussel that is asleep can be woken up by an acoustic ping
and receive whatever instruction is necessary. Furthermore,
while an aMussel is charging on the surface it is not in active



use and can be asleep, speeding up the charging process.
While taking into account the batteries’ ageing and ability
to hold charge [21], switching to and actively using the
secondary battery should effectively double an aMussel’s
total deployment time.

For the experiments described in this paper, the decision
was made to implement the “worst case scenario” of the
aMussel only actively using power from one battery and
keeping the other as an emergency backup, while charging
assumes the need to charge the slower-charging secondary
battery. Concerning the discharge model used, it is assumed
there will be no sleep periods allowed during operation, thus
guaranteeing an active aMussel is truly performing work in
every time step.

Least squares fitting was applied to the recorded data in or-
der to get a simple discrete simulation model-suitable repre-
sentation of the chosen behaviours. A linear fit function was
used for the discharging and an exponential represented using
a piecewise-linear function for the charging. The equations
were then implemented in the battery module of the aMussel
simulator ROS node working at a rate of 1 Hz. Note that only
voltage information was used in the simulation, as run-time
indication was considered more important than any accurate
state-of-charge modelling [22], and of primary concern was
being able to make relative simulated aMussel battery state
and charge/discharge time comparisons during high-level
decision making. A time scaling factor was also introduced
into the simulation, allowing for simulations where one unit
of real time represents minutes or even hours in simulated
time. Representative discharge and charge cycle datasets, as
well as the simulation models of two specific behaviours that
were chosen for the proof-of-concept experimental scenario,
are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. aMussel battery discharge data and implemented simulation model
(a). aMussel battery charge data and implemented simulation model (b).

The final selected simulation models used in the proof-of-
concept scenario are, for discharging:

uk = uk−1 − 0.0010427134θ ·∆t (1)

and for charging:

uk =


uk−1 + 0.001045θ ·∆t uk−1 ≤ 0.16197

uk−1 + 0.00223θ ·∆t 0.16197 < uk−1 ≤ 0.5634

uk−1 + 0.002911θ ·∆t 0.5634 < uk−1

(2)

Where u is voltage, k represents the simulation step and θ
is the simulated time scaling factor. In this case with a 1 Hz
sampling time, in real time the step is ∆t = 1s = 1

60min.
Final simulated voltage is clamped to [0, 1].

B. Performance indices

Due to the nature of the end goal of the swarm being
a long-term monitoring mission, aMussel uptime, defined
as the percentage of total mission time during which the
aMussel was actively performing useful work and capable of
collecting relevant data, was chosen as the main performance
criterion and benchmark. Another indicator of long-term
monitoring performance is the number of active aMussels
over time, as loss of active aMussels in the experimental
area represents severe loss of monitoring capability and thus
of valuable data. The other goal to be achieved is minimising
aPad energy used for powering its thrusters for movement.

Time spent charging is not part of the total aMussel
uptime, as due to the position of their sensors aMussels
need to be fully submerged in order to collect measurements.
Of course, an aMussel is also not considered active and
contributing to its uptime while its battery is depleted below
the lower operational threshold. Each aMussel’s activity state
is logged every time step for the entire duration of the
experiment as a simple binary value - it is either active
or inactive. Uptime for each individual aMussel is then
calculated as:

Tup,i[%] = 100 ·
∑Nstep

k=1 ai,k∆t

tmax
= 100 ·

∑Nstep

k=1 ai,k
Nstep

(3)

where ai,k ∈ {0, 1} represents activity of aMussel i during
time step k, ∆t is the time step, tmax is total mission dura-
tion, and Nstep is the total number of time steps recorded.
Also calculated are the average, minimum, and maximum
of uptime for all aMussels present in the experiment. The
number of currently active aMussels during each time step
is also recorded and considered, as in a case without any
charging taking place and for a sufficiently short mission
time, aMussels could show “good” (if perhaps front-loaded)
uptime as there is no loss of activity due to periods of
charging, but this would ultimately leave the area completely
unsupervised.

The aPad movement cost used by the decision-making
algorithms is a simple calculation of Euclidean distance
between the current aPad position and the GoTo mission
primitive goal setpoint, meaning the spatial distribution of
aMussels (i.e. the scatter of their collective cluster) greatly
affects movement costs during a mission. While this useful
abstraction can be expected to roughly correspond to aPad
battery depletion and a smaller distance to travel will imply
less energy expenditure, real world effects and disturbances
such as wind and current speeds affect the vehicle. VIL tests
enable the study of these effects, among others. Charging-
based cost is a representation of charging demand from the
aMussel side, i.e. an abstracted battery percentage difference
from a fully charged state.



V. VEHICLE-IN-THE-LOOP EXPERIMENT

A very important aspect of this work is the experimental
validation of the proposed methodology. This section demon-
strates how the VIL system is used in a realistic environment
to manipulate virtual agents in order to achieve their long-
term autonomy.

A. Proof-of-concept experimental scenario

In [23], the general outline and early simulated implemen-
tations of the aPad decision-making approach are described,
in particular the use of k-means clustering to divide the
aMussels among several available aPads, essentially switch-
ing between a Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) -analogous to
a Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) -analogous problem.
One aPad platform at a time is used in the experiment
presented here, under the assumption that the aPads have
reached a consensus on which aMussels belong under whose
jurisdiction.

As mentioned earlier, an aMussel draws the most power
when it is using its buoyancy system motors, leading to the
assumption that surfacing and going down needs to be kept
to a minimum during operation. Time spent on the surface
is undesirable, as it not only means the agent is inactive, but
also means a risk of aMussels drifting away from desired
positions. Thus, once an aMussel is docked, it will remain
charging until it is fully charged - no partial charging sessions
are allowed. aMussels that are charging candidates enter
the charging selection pool, the upper threshold for which
was set to a battery level of 80%. After charging, the
aMussels must be returned to their erstwhile positions due
to the assumption that they were purposefully placed on
points selected in relation to known anoxia field spreads
or other anomalous points of interest and study. Relocation
procedures are a separate and important part of exploration
paradigms also investigated within the subCULTron project.

Either 24 (the actual ratio of aMussel to aPad-type agents
in the final subCULTron swarm) or 12 (in the pool exper-
iments due to covering a smaller area) aMussel positions
were randomly generated within the two areas chosen for
initial testing: an outdoor pool and a bay next to it that
opens up into the Adriatic sea. These generated aMussel
positions are shown in Fig. 6. No current vector was applied,
but a random drift of U(−0.5, 0.5) centimetres every second
was introduced to simulated aMussel positions to account for
them moving and drifting while sinking to or rising from the
seabed, or localisation noise. Starting aMussel battery levels
were generated from an interval of [0.6, 1]. All experiments
described were run using the same aMussel configurations
for their respective total agent number.

A timescale factor of θ = 30 was used in the experi-
ments, meaning a mission length of 40 minutes represents
approximately 20 simulated hours. The node representing
and simulating all active aMussels was run on a laptop
on the shore connected to the aPad WiFi access point.
The energy sharing scenario loop is shown in Fig. 7 and
begins after the aPads have been deployed, reached the
vicinity of the experimental area, and achieved a clustering

Fig. 6. The two experimental areas: initial generated aMussel positions
used in all experiments, overlaid on map with satellite image.

Fig. 7. Energy exchange scenario loop.

consensus, meaning all active aPads have their designated
patrol areas defined by IDs of aMussels they are responsible
for maintaining. The loop itself consists of the following:

• Idle wait - The aPad waits, holding its current position
using the dynamic positioning mission primitive, until
at least four aMussels are present in the charging pool.

• Route planner (collection) - The aPad plans a route to
collect four aMussels chosen from the candidates in the
charging pool using one of several heuristics.

• Collect - Four instances of the Go To aMussel position
- Dock routine are carried out, until four aMussels
have been successfully docked and the aPad is at full
docking/charging capacity. Each time the aPad moves
to the position of the next aMussel on its collection
schedule, it sends it an acoustic message instructing it
to surface for collection. This is done so the aMussels
spend a minimal amount of time floating on the water
surface and also reduces inaccuracies in aMussel posi-
tion information (as their last localisation is assumed
to have happened underwater). For safety reasons, real
aMussels will never surface without an aPad present in
acoustic range giving permission.

• Charging wait - The aPad holds position at the location
of the last aMussel it picked up, until all four docked
and inactive agents report battery levels above 99%.

• Route planner (deployment) - The aPad plans a re-
deployment route using the Greedy redeploy heuristic,



bearing in mind all aMussels must be returned to their
original positions.

• Redeploy - The aPad alternates between going to the
position of the next aMussel to deploy, and undocking
it. Once an aMussel is released, it detects a falling edge
on its charging state, and reacts to this by using its
buoyancy motors to sink to the bottom of the water
and resume collecting measurements - for a simulated
agent, this means transitioning to a discharging battery
behaviour and becoming active. The aPad also sends
a WiFi data packet with a specific payload to let the
floating aMussel know it can sink without interference.

The scenario can be interrupted by an override from a
human operator, or it can be set to end once a certain
predefined mission time has been achieved. Another termi-
nation condition available is aPad batteries reaching a certain
threshold.

B. Collection and redeployment strategies

The heuristics contrasted in the scenario include collection
using the so-called Greedy and Cautious methods, and rede-
ployment using the Greedy Redeploy method. Greedy means
the aPad moves to collect the closest available aMussel
in each planning step. This heuristic aims to reduce aPad
movement in a very simple way - there is no guarantee of
global movement minimum being achieved, but the planning
time required for it is very low. Cautious planning does not
consider aPad movement at all, instead focusing on collecting
the aMussel with the currently lowest battery state in each
step, i.e. the aMussel that could be said to be most in
need of charging, aiming to prevent complete depletion and
potential loss of any agent. During Greedy Redeploy, once
all aMussels have been charged, the aPad moves to redeploy
them in order of current proximity to their initial positions.

C. Proof-of-concept experiment results

The VIL framework was tested in several experiments in
Biograd na Moru, Croatia. Two examples of experiments in
progress are shown in Fig. 8.

Table II shows a comparison of two experiments done in
the pool with 12 mussels and one done outside with 24, as
well as a “baseline” case with no aMussels being charged
during the experiment. Each experiment lasted 40 minutes
and included four full sets of collections and redeployments.
The values being compared are average aMussel uptime,
maximum and minimum uptime achieved by any of the

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. aPad autonomously carrying out decision-making experiment in
pool, (a). Experiment outside pool, in nearby bay (b).

TABLE II
AMUSSEL UPTIME, ACTIVITY, AND TOTAL APAD MOVEMENT COST

Avg % Max % Min % Cost [m] Active
Cautious 74.37 87.38 59.88 307.1746 8.9243
Greedy 72.27 87.16 42.84 247.8026 8.9495
Greedy (bay) 71.98 90.31 31.18 186.4318 16.2368
No charging 67.36 79.56 56.64 0 8.0837
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Fig. 9. Number of currently active aMussels during the experiments.

aMussels, cumulative movement costs of the aPad, and the
average number of aMussels active during each time step.

The mission replay screen displays the preset aMussel
locations, as well as aPad location and a trace of recent
trajectory. aMussel markers change colour to indicate status:
green for charged above charging pool inclusion threshold,
red for charging pool candidates, and purple for currently
undergoing charging. Cumulative aPad movement cost is
displayed, as well as the currently active mission primitive.
Battery states of all aMussels are plotted, as is uptime
for each agent, updated every simulation step based on
known total mission length and current aMussel activity.
The number of active aMussels over time and aPad battery
information are plotted and displayed separately. A video
showing two examples of mission replays (one for each
collection heuristic) is available as supplementary material
at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.

The Greedy method shows less aPad movement overall but
more time “wasted” waiting for the lowest battery aMussels
to recharge, with some fully charged aMussels needlessly
inactive - Cautious has better balancing in that regard, as
it makes decisions based on aMussel battery states. Various
alternate redeployment solutions are possible to address this,
though potentially at the cost of increased aPad movement.

Due to the fact the aMussels have simulated accelerated
time while the aPad doesn’t, the aPad seems to move very
slowly, relatively (the fairly frequent 30-second bursts of
movement corresponding to 15 minutes in simulated time).
This can be interpreted as the aPad travelling over longer
distances, however it will of course not be reflected in the
actual aPad battery consumption and state. While the mission
ended before this could fully come into effect, it can be
seen that the aPad is becoming “overwhelmed” by the larger
number of aMussels in the example taking place in the
bay, leading to the number of active aMussels declining,
and highlighting questions of aMussel-per-aPad maintenance
capacity. The number of charging cycles a single aPad can
feasibly provide is another useful variable to study, for which



the developed framework is very helpful, especially in a
sense of “rapid prototyping” of behaviours.

VI. CONCLUSION

The developed VIL setup can be used to test a variety of
specific use-cases of the subCULTron heterogeneous marine
robot swarm in a logistically feasible way. The development
process resulted in a twofold benefit: collected preliminary
data confirmed the long-term operating potential of the
aMussel agents themselves, while also providing several
different stock behaviour variants for simulation models
which will be useful for all future studies of the swarm’s
agent interactions.

The undertaken proof-of-concept experiments showed
variations in aMussels covering two different experimental
areas by actively contributing to data collection efforts and
required environmental monitoring, while being supported
by an aPad platform autonomously engaging in energy
sharing using two different heuristic approaches to its task
sequencing. The early experiments already provided valuable
insights, such as the need for more complex selection and
acceptance criteria during the decision-making process to
ensure the correct behaviours are rewarded, leading to long-
term sustainable and beneficial swarm behaviours.

The simulated aMussel structure can be run on the aPads
themselves and used during missions with real sensor nodes,
serving as a model for the aPads to estimate aMussel status
and fill in any potential information gaps without needing
to receive communication packets from the real agents who
might be asleep, out of range, or subject to some other
cause of interference and data loss. This way, aPads can pre-
emptively make decisions and plan their missions, adjusting
to incoming data in real time as they work.

The next step in the development of the system includes
VIL experiments that go on for significantly longer in both
real and simulated time. The effects of even small changes
in parameters on the longevity of the swarm as a whole as
well as the influence of prioritising different selection criteria
will be studied extensively within the newly developed
framework. The effects of sleep intervals spreading total
aMussel uptime over a longer period and aMussel activity-
over-time optimisations will also be studied.
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